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Abstract
Multi-document summarization (MDS) is a
challenging task, often decomposed to sub-
tasks of salience and redundancy detection,
followed by generation. While alignment
of spans between reference summaries and
source documents has been leveraged for
training component tasks, the underlying
alignment step was never independently ad-
dressed or evaluated. We advocate develop-
ing high quality source-reference alignment
algorithms, that can be applied to recent
large-scale datasets to obtain useful “silver”,
i.e. approximate, training data. As a first
step, we present an annotation methodol-
ogy by which we create gold standard de-
velopment and test sets for summary-source
alignment, and suggest its utility for tun-
ing and evaluating effective alignment al-
gorithms, as well as for properly evaluating
MDS subtasks. Second, we introduce a new
large-scale alignment dataset for training,
with which an automatic alignment model
was trained. This aligner achieves higher
coherency with the reference summary than
previous aligners used for summarization,
and gets significantly higher ROUGE re-
sults when replacing a simpler aligner in a
competitive summarization model. Finally,
we release three additional datasets (for
salience, clustering and generation), natu-
rally derived from our alignment datasets.
Furthermore, these datasets can be derived
from any summarization dataset automati-
cally after extracting alignments with our
trained aligner. Hence, they can be utilized
for training summarization sub-tasks.
1 Introduction
While single-document summarization (SDS) has
made rapid headway with end-to-end neural mod-
els capitalizing on large datasets, multi-document
summarization (MDS) is lagging behind. Only
recently have large-scale MDS datasets been in-
troduced (Fabbri et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2018;
Gholipour Ghalandari et al., 2020), and even so,
algorithms are limited in the amount of input they
can ingest, making document sets difficult to han-
dle in an end-to-end manner. To cope with this
challenge, MDS is often decomposed to separate
subtasks, prominently salience detection, redun-
dancy recognition, and generation.
As observed in the literature (see §2), some of
these tasks, most notably salience detection, can
be trained from alignments of equivalent pieces
of information in the source documents and the
corresponding reference summaries. Accordingly,
researchers have developed automatic alignment
methods and used them to automatically gener-
ate training data for certain summarization sub-
tasks (e.g. Gehrmann et al., 2018; Cho et al., 2019;
Lebanoff et al., 2019). Even though this interme-
diate stage of information alignment is important,
it is typically neither optimized nor evaluated ex-
plicitly, making it difficult to compare different
alignment approaches.
In this work, we propose that having a ded-
icated dataset for the alignment task would fa-
cilitate developing accurate alignment algorithms,
that would in turn benefit the development of
summarization subtask models. In fact, as de-
scribed in §7, source-summary alignments over
MDS datasets can provide rich data for an array
of summarization subtasks beyond saliency. Clus-
tering for example, is a crucial task in MDS that
aims to find similar information units across doc-
uments, where a large amount of repetitions (i.e. a
large cluster) indicates the importance of the infor-
mation (Zhang et al., 2015; Cai et al., 2010; Wan
and Yang, 2008). Conversely, a proposition in the
summary that is found to align with many docu-
ment propositions, defines a new cluster. Another
example is sentence fusion (Barzilay and McKe-
own, 2005), where a fusion between diverse infor-
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Negotiations to form the next government 
have become deadlocked, and opposition 
party leaders Prince Norodom Ranariddh and 
Sam Rainsy are out of the country following 
threats of arrest from strongman Hun Sen.
Prime Minister Hun Sen insisted that talks take place in Cambodia
while opposition leaders Ranariddh and Sam Rainsy, fearing arrest at home, wanted them abroad.
“I would like to make it clear that all 
meetings related to Cambodian affairs 
must be conducted in the Kingdom of 
Cambodia,” Hun Sen told reporters 
after a Cabinet meeting on Friday.
Cambodian leader Hun Sen on Friday 
rejected opposition parties' demands for talks 
outside the country, accusing them of trying 
to “internationalize” the political crisis.
Figure 1: Aligning IUs between a summary sentence (top) and sentences from documents (bottom).
mation units is performed to generate an abstrac-
tive summary (e.g. Lebanoff et al., 2019; Thadani
and McKeown, 2013). Respectively, a summary
sentence that is aligned to a couple of propositions,
reveals the reference summary generation process
of fusing several sources to create a summary sen-
tence. In fact, this approach may be seen as aiming
to “reverse engineer” the summarization practices
of summarizers at coarse level.
To that end, we developed an elaborate
crowdsourcing methodology for annotating
document-summary alignments at a sub-sentential
proposition-level information unit (IU) level (see
Figure 1). Accordingly, we release a correspond-
ing development and test dataset, drawn from
three MDS datasets: DUC 2004, DUC 2007
(NIST, 2014), and Multi-News (Fabbri et al.,
2019). Additionally, we produce an innovative
large-scale “silver” (Schuhmann et al., 2010; Mé-
nard and Mougeot, 2019) alignment dataset for
training, along with an aligner system trained with
this dataset, that aligns IUs between reference
summaries and source documents. This system
was tested against our annotation test dataset, and
outperforms other baselines.
As mentioned, we additionally bring to
light the richness that the reference-summary-to-
documents alignments unearth. A broad range
of subtasks branch out from the alignment task,
enabling us to release a suite of three additional
datasets derived from the alignment dataset. The
contributions of this work are as follows:
1. We release the first full suite of train, dev,
and test datasets of high quality proposition-
level source-summary alignments. To assure
the high quality, all alignments were anno-
tated manually, where some (dev and test align-
ments) are exhaustive, and some (train align-
ments) are partial.
2. We release a supervised alignment model,
trained and evaluated with our dataset suite,
that outperforms several baselines. This aligner
can extract high quality alignments from sum-
marization datasets. In particular, we re-
lease predicted alignments of two large-scale
summarization datasets, CNN/DailyMail (Her-
mann et al., 2015) and MultiNews (Fabbri
et al., 2019).
3. We expose and demonstrate the power of (sub-
sentence) proposition-level alignment over
MDS datasets. We show that we can de-
rive from such alignments many datasets
that are useful to model summarization sub-
components, and related component tasks rele-
vant for other contexts (e.g. salience, clustering
and generation). Accordingly, we release these
derived datasets as well.
We denote the full suite of datasets, mentioned in
contributions 1 and 3, as “SuperPAL”, for Super-
vised Propositional ALignment.1
2 Background and Related Work
Several recent summarization methods leveraged
explicit alignments between sentences (or spans)
in the reference summary and corresponding sen-
tences in the source document(s). These align-
ments were first generated by unsupervised meth-
ods, over the training corpus. Then, the aligned
data was used to train component models within
a modular summarization system, including de-
tecting salient spans in the source document(s)
(Gehrmann et al., 2018), redundancy recognition
within and across documents (Cho et al., 2019),
and selecting and fusing or rephrasing source
spans into summary sentences (Zhang et al., 2018;
Chen and Bansal, 2018; Lebanoff et al., 2019).
These modular (rather than pure end-to-end) ar-
chitectures, achieved state-of-the-art or competi-
tive results, suggesting the benefit of training com-
ponent models over reference-source alignment
1All corresponding datasets and code are publicly avail-
able at https://github.com/oriern/SuperPAL
data.
Most of these works optimize their alignments
on the ROUGE score against the reference sum-
mary. However, ROUGE is designed to measure
lexical similarity, which does not coincide with se-
mantic similarity. (What’s more, preliminary ex-
periments, presented in §6.1, show that ROUGE
based alignments are quite noisy). Even more cru-
cially, these systems were evaluated only on the
final summary, while quality of the intermediate
alignments, used for training, were not assessed.
In this paper we propose that alignment evaluation
data would be useful for developing better align-
ment methods, which in turn would yield higher-
quality intermediate training data.
Another group of methods, proposed originally
by Nallapati et al. (2017), do not exploit explicit
alignments, but rather identify a set of sentences
that is collectively similar (measured by collec-
tively highest ROUGE) to the reference summary,
and use this set as ground-truth for training (e.g.
Liu and Lapata, 2019; Zhou et al., 2018; Zhang
et al., 2019b; Zheng and Lapata, 2019). Still,
the hidden assumption is that such alignments ex-
ist within the selected sentences. Another variant
adopts the global ROUGE target, but finds the sen-
tence candidates via reinforcement learning with
the ROUGE score (Dong et al., 2018; Narayan
et al., 2018).
Information unit-level alignment is additionally
observed in summary evaluation, to compare the
content of a system summary to that of a refer-
ence summary. For example, in the reliable Pyra-
mid method (Nenkova and Passonneau, 2004),
summary content units (SCUs) are manually ex-
tracted from and compared in the summaries.
There are several works using rule-based meth-
ods that attempt to automate this procedure (Yang
et al., 2016; Hirao et al., 2018; Gao et al., 2018).
Subsentential-level units are extracted using Ope-
nIE (Del Corro and Gemulla, 2013), an EDU ex-
tractor or constituency structures. They are then
compared using methods such as cosine similarity
of vectorized representations, lexical longest com-
mon subsequence or ADW (Pilehvar et al., 2013)
for semantic similarity. Our sementic-similarity
alignment approach is supervised, trained on ac-
tual IU alignments.
Overall, our new alignment methodology stands
apart in its being on the sub-sentential proposition-
level, its emphasis on semantic similarity, and its
compatibility for supervised learning – all while
rooted on non-synthetic naturally occurring par-
allel texts.
3 Dev and Test Alignment Datasets
In this section, we present the annotated develop-
ment and test alignment datasets, including their
inner structure (§3.1), their source data (§3.2), the
annotation process (§3.3), and the evaluation mea-
sures for the annotation process (§3.4). These
datasets address the lack of high quality align-
ments between sources and summary, mentioned
in §1.
3.1 Dataset Structure
We strive to align all meaningful units in the
sources and the corresponding summary that con-
vey the same information. Aligning at the sen-
tence level gives coarse resemblance of informa-
tion, as sentences typically overlap only partially.
On the other hand, aligning at the word level is too
fine-grained since context and relations are lost.
Thus, a propositional-unit middle ground is more
appropriate.
This unit level, proposed by Li et al. (2016),
yielded improved extractive summarization results
via automatic extraction of Elementary Discourse
Units (EDUs) – clauses with a discourse unit, fol-
lowing Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST). How-
ever, EDUs do not always correspond to complete
content units, while their concatenation, without
applying a text generation component, often yield
non-coherent text.
We draw inspiration for aligning on IUs from
the reliable Pyramid summary evaluation method
(Nenkova and Passonneau, 2004), which is based
on Summary Content Units (SCUs). To roughly
adapt such sub-sentential level annotation to a fea-
sible crowdsourcing environment, we consider our
IU, albeit somewhat ill-defined, as a proposition
centered around a predicate and its correspond-
ing arguments. An illustration of IU alignment is
shown in Figure 1.
Our goal is to collect an exhaustive dataset of
all IU alignments for MDS topics, covering the
alignments between the reference summary and
all source documents of the topic. Notably, in the
MDS setting, parallel IUs in the document set can
also be linked to each other via their alignment to
the same IU in the summary. Overall, from the
proposed dataset it is possible to derive annotated
data for a wide range of summarization subtasks,
as listed in Table 8 (where some subtasks are use-
ful also in contexts outside of summarization).
3.2 Source Data
We leverage three MDS datasets to create our
alignment dataset: DUC 2004, DUC 2007 (NIST,
2014), and the recent large-scale Multi-News
(Fabbri et al., 2019). We selected, at random, 9
topics (4 dev, 5 test) from Multi-News with 3-4
documents and one reference summary per topic,
and 6 topics (3 dev, 3 test) from each of the DUC
datasets with 7 documents and 1 reference sum-
mary per topic.
Expert Annotations We defined guidelines for
extracting IUs and aligning them. One of the
authors then conducted these procedures meticu-
lously using the DUCView annotation tool (Sigel-
man, 2006) on a total of 6 topics, evenly divided
between DUC and MultiNews sets. This expert
IU alignment sample set served us for verifying
the quality of our crowdsourced annotation, as de-
tailed next.
3.3 Annotation
The IU alignment annotation process is divided
into three crowdsourced tasks, as described below.
The tasks were executed on Amazon Mechanical
Turk.2 We required workers with > 98% approval
rate, > 500 approved tasks, and from native En-
glish speaking countries. The total cost for these
crowdsource tasks is $3,163.
Task 1: Information Unit Extraction In this
task, all IUs in a reference summary should be ex-
tracted. Each reference summary sentence is pre-
sented to 5 crowd workers, asking them to mark
(possibly as non-continuous spans) all the IUs in
the sentence. To curtail fraudulent annotation, the
workers are required to cover the full extent of the
sentence. We then automatically select one an-
notation (from the 5 available) with the follow-
ing heuristic. First identify common annotations,
which almost perfectly overlap in their spans (up
to a couple characters difference). If all five an-
notations are different, select the annotation that
splits the sentence to the most IUs (this usually in-
dicated more careful annotation). Otherwise, take
the most common annotation. If there is a tie,
choose one of the tied annotations at random.
2https://www.mturk.com/
We manually evaluated the crowdsourced IUs
and found that 85% of the annotated ones were
valid, matching the expert annotation, with almost
perfect coverage (thanks to the interface require-
ment for fully covering the sentence). We also
leveraged this manual judgment to tune an auto-
matic measure for determining IU equivalence in
downstream assessments (explained thoroughly in
§3.4), measured by character-level Jaccard simi-
larity (i.e. span intersection over union). We found
that a similarity threshold of 0.25 closely approx-
imates the manual judgement. From the 21 refer-
ence summaries that were selected for the anno-
tation process, we collected 203 dev and 238 test
IUs.
Task 2: Non-Alignment Filtering Possessing
IUs from the reference summaries, we now wish
to filter out as many easily-detectable non-aligning
source document sentences as possible. This
scales down the number of source sentences
passed on to crowd workers for alignment annota-
tion. Additionally, it increases annotation reliabil-
ity by reducing the proportion of non-alignments,
thus reducing annotator bias towards a negative re-
sponse.
First, an automatic filtering is applied. Sev-
eral similarity scores are computed between each
IU from a summary, IUk, and candidate document
sentence cd: a BERT similarity score (Zhang et al.,
2019a; Liu et al., 2019), Bkd , an entailment score
based on RoBERTa+MNLI (Liu et al., 2019), Ekd ,
and ROUGE-1 precision (Lin, 2004), Rkd .
3 After
calibrating on a subset of the expert sample data
with those scores, we reached 71% reduction out
of all summary IU-document sentence pairs, with
90% recall. In addition, when assessed against an
expert dev dataset, we get similar results.
Next, we release a crowdsourcing task on the re-
maining filtered pairs. Workers are shown an IU,
in bold within its sentence (for context), and three
sentences from source documents. The workers
are required to mark whether each IU-sentence
pair is aligned. If positive, they highlight the
span in the sentence that induces the alignment.4
This highlighting mechanism was added to im-
3For BERT and ROUGE scores, the IU from a reference
summary is the candidate, and the document sentence is the
reference. For entailment score, the IU is the hypothesis and
the document sentence is the premise.
4We did not utilize the marked spans as no quality verifi-
cation mechanism was enforced.
pose greater worker attention and motivation. Five
workers annotate each assignment. To maximize
recall, a pair that is marked aligned by at least one
worker is marked as a potential match. On our
expert alignments set, we reached a 74% reduc-
tion of pairs, and 83% recall based on an extended
Jaccard similarity score, as explained in §3.4.5
Most of the missing 17% alignments were sim-
ply filtered out beforehand by the automatic filter-
ing mechanism, while only very few pairs (about
2.5%) were falsely marked as unaligned, under-
standably so due to out of sentence missing con-
text. E.g.:
Document ‘the rate of children...who receive food
Sentence stamps has doubled since 2007.’
IU ‘In 2007, some 9 million, or one in eight,
kids were on food stamps’
Missing ‘...and about 16 million, or nearly one
Context in five, of them are doing so fueled by
food stamps’
After automatic and crowdsourced filtering, the
proportion of aligning to non-aligning pairs
dropped from an estimated 1:25 to 1:3. The over-
all reduction is 93% and 95% of the development
and test sets, respectively.
Task 3: Information Unit Alignment In this
task, a worker is shown an IU bold within its
sentence, and a sentence from a source docu-
ment. The worker highlights an aligned span in
the IU and in the paired sentence, or states that
no alignment resides. Five workers annotate each
candidate pair. In order to utilize all 5 answers,
we try to find wide agreement between annota-
tors. We run affinity propagation clustering (Frey
and Dueck, 2007) on the annotated spans of each
pair with alignments, where the similarity func-
tion of a pair of spans is their joint character-level
Jaccard similarity. From the biggest cluster (ran-
domly chosen if more than one), we choose the
span with the median-length joint pair length (the
longer one if even number of items).
After an expert pass-through and cleaning of
the resulting crowdsourced alignments, this final
stage produced our final dataset which consists of
312 development and 345 test reference-document
span alignments.
5We experimented with MACE (Hovy et al., 2013) and
other heuristics to decide on annotation decisions, however
they yielded lower recall.
3.4 Evaluation of Alignments
We adopt Jaccard similarity as our main alignment
evaluation measure, which is basically a character-
level intersection-over-union between the pre-
dicted aligned pairs and the gold pairs, where they
are computed separately on source and reference
sides. To compute recall and precision, a “match”
is considered if a predicted pair is similar to a true
pair beyond a certain threshold t.
To measure precision, we take the maximal Jac-
card similarity for each predicted pair to any pair
in the true set. High average similarity means that
most of the “matches” are almost exact, which in-
dicates high precision. For measuring recall, we
follow the same procedure starting from the gold
set side. For each gold pair, we take its maximal
Jaccard similarity to any pair in the predicted set.
More formally, we score a predicted set of
alignments, P = {(rPi , dPi )}n1 against a true set,
T = {(rTj , dTj )}m1 , where r∗i and d∗i are IUs from
the reference summary and documents respec-
tively, kept as character level index spans within
their parent text. For u ∈ {r, d} we denote ∩ui,j =
∩(uPi , uTj ) as the character-level index intersec-
tion of IUs uPi and uTj , and ∪ui,j = ∪(uPi , uTj ) as
their union. Hence, Jacui,j = ∩ui,j/∪ui,j is the Jac-
card similarity of a predicted IU to a true IU. We
further denote sAi = score[(r
A
i , d
A
i )] as a score of
an alignment, where A ∈ {T, P}. The following
scoring metrics are considered:
Extended Jaccard Recall & Precision: If ∃j such
that Jacri,j ≥ t and Jacdi,j ≥ t (where t is a con-
stant threshold), then sPi = 1, otherwise s
P
i = 0.
Then, P ’s alignment recall and precision scores
are computed with respect to [sPi ]
n
1 , denoted Rect
and Prect.
Extended Jaccard Span Overlap: If ∀j, Jacri,j <
t and Jacdi,j < t, then s
P
i = s
T
i = 0, otherwise
sPi = maxj([∩ri,j + ∩di,j ]/[∪ri,j + ∪di,j ]) (1)
sTj = maxi([∩ri,j + ∩di,j ]/[∪ri,j + ∪di,j ]) (2)
These compute the combined Jaccard similarity of
the r and d IUs. Score 1 finds a best match for
all remaining predicted IUs (allowing repetition
of IUs from T ), and score 2 does so in the other
direction. The two final alignment span overlap
scores of P are then CoJacAt = avg([s
A
i ]
|A|
1,sAi >0
).
The CoJacPt score indicates how well P gen-
erates any alignment (precision oriented), and
Reference Rec0.25 Prec0.25 CoJacT0.25 CoJacP0.25
Expert Set 75.90 87.86 86.27 85.34
Table 1: Crowdsourcing annotation dataset agree-
ment with expert annotation.
CoJacTt indicates how exact P can be at gener-
ating alignments from T (recall oriented).
Our crowdsourced dataset’s scores against the
expert sample set are shown in Table 1. We kept
t = 0.25 from the IU extraction phase. The
high Rec0.25 and Prec0.25 demonstrate the high
agreement between the crowd workers and the
expert. Even though about a third of the align-
ments were not detected, the highPrec0.25 reflects
the favorable accuracy of the crowdsourcing pro-
cess. Moreover, the average Jaccard similarity be-
tween annotated and expert alignments, expressed
by CoJacT0.25 and CoJac
P
0.25, indicates that most
of the crowdsourced alignments were off by only
one or two words with respect to expert annota-
tion, which is reasonable where the IU borders are
not so strict.
4 Pyramid-Based Training Alignment
Dataset
The crowdsourced alignments described so far
serve as development and test sets for the span
alignment task. We next present a new train-
ing dataset, conveniently extracted from existing
MDS evaluation data.
Summary evaluation started out as a manual
task done only in benchmarks and in organized
shared tasks by expert annotators. In one stan-
dard method, employed in a few DUC and TAC
organized benchmarks, evaluators extracted infor-
mation units from reference summaries, as textual
spans, and then matched them with the informa-
tion units in the system summaries. This content
unit matching system culminated with the Pyra-
mid method (Nenkova and Passonneau, 2004) of
evaluation.
As many of the systems participating in the
benchmarks were extractive, sentences directly
link from system summaries to documents. These
links, along with the Pyramid’s expert mapping
between reference summary spans and system
summary spans, enabled to transitively align ref-
erence summary sentences to document sentences.
This eventually established a sentence alignment
dataset established by Copeck et al. on DUC 2005-
2007 and TAC 2008 (Copeck and Szpakowicz,
2005; Copeck et al., 2006, 2007, 2008).
We take this one step further, and in the same
manner, align the spans from the reference sum-
maries to spans in documents. This is possible
thanks to the Pyramid’s expert mapping between
reference summaries and system summaries on
the span-level. This provides a new large-scale
alignment dataset on the span level. It consists
of 19,155 alignments, allowing training of neural-
based models that require abundant data.
To assess the resemblance of our annotated
alignment set (§3), used as test data, to the large-
scale training dataset, we measure the alignment
agreement on three topics that overlap with the
dev and test annotated datasets (withdrawn from
the training data). The sets exhibit a small align-
ment overlap for two main reasons: (1) as de-
scribed above, the Pyramid-based alignments are
limited to the sentences within the system sum-
maries while the annotated alignments cover all
document sentences; (2) the annotated alignments
were derived from a single reference summary per
topic as opposed to all four references in the Pyra-
mid alignments. Consequently, only few align-
ments are expected to overlap. This emphasizes
the sub-optimal coverage of the training data, and
stresses the need for exhaustive development and
test sets.
5 IU Alignment Methods
Sections 3 and 4 render the alignment data neces-
sary for evaluation of existing alignment methods,
and development of new and enhanced ones. An
accurate aligner can facilitate the establishment of
derivative datasets aimed at solving several sum-
marization subtasks (as outlined in §7). To attain
this objective, we implemented three automatic
span aligner methods between a summary and
a set of corresponding source documents. Next
(§5.4), we compare between their performance
with respect to our test set, and show a superior-
ity of the aligner that was trained with our new
training data (presented in §4).
As we want to extract IU alignments on the
span-level, we first extract all IUs from both doc-
uments and summaries. For all alignment models,
OpenIE (OIE) (Stanovsky et al., 2018) was found
useful as IU estimation, because it yields discon-
tinuous verb-based propositions that cover verbs
and their arguments, similar to our IUs. By us-
ing OIE, around 10% of potential aligned pairs are
lost due to incorrect extraction. This limits the au-
tomatic alignment recall upper-bound to 90%.
5.1 Lexical Model
As described in §2, the most common aligner
is based on lexical similarity, often computed
with ROUGE. We adjust the common ROUGE-
based sentence aligner to work with IUs, denoted
ROUGEIU . In this baseline, each summary IU is
matched with the k document IUs that produce the
highest ROUGE score between them. We empiri-
cally found k = 2 to work best on the dev set.
5.2 Semantic Similarity Ensemble Model
As the alignment task aims to match between
equivalent semantic IUs, a trivial model may
be based on existing semantic similarity mod-
els (referred to as “Sim-Ensemble”). We tuned
a combination of ROUGE, RoBERTa-MNLI and
BertScore as the similarity measure, followed by
a mono-lingual word aligner (Sultan et al., 2014)
that adjusts the alignment borders.
This baseline consists of four stages:
1. Extract IUs from all summary sentences.
2. For each IU extracted in step 1, IUk, automati-
cally filter out document sentences as described
in §3.3, and select the top-10 scoring document
sentence candidates according to Rkd ∗Bkd ∗Ekd .
This step substantially reduces the prospective
pairs.
3. Align words between each IU and its set of
candidate document sentences using the mono-
lingual word aligner by Sultan et al. (2014).
Then close the gap between the first and last
chronological words aligned in both the IU and
the sentence to form aligning spans.
4. If the number of tokens in each of the IU phrase
and sentence phrase are at least 30% of the num-
ber of tokens in the IU, then this is considered
an aligned pair.
5.3 Supervised Model
Inspired by common semantic similarity super-
vised models, this baseline is a binary classifier for
alignment of span pairs, i.e., deciding whether the
two given IUs align. For this, we utilize RoBERTa
(fine-tuned on MNLI) to encode the input IUs,
along with a feed-forward classification layer. We
train this model (referred as “SuperPALIU”) with
the Pyramid-based dataset from §4.
All combinations of summary-document OIE
pairs were optional for training, where OIE pairs
with Jaccard similarity above a threshold of
t = 0.25 with respect to a Pyramid-based gold
aligned span pair were considered as positive
samples. The original Pyramid-based 19K span-
alignments mentioned earlier yielded 23,979 OIE-
based alignments, as some of the original spans
did not match any OIE span beyond the threshold,
and some matched several of OIE spans. For neg-
ative samples, we select pairs with BERT similar-
ity score above 0.89 that are still not aligned, har-
vesting more delicate samples to tune the model
on. In addition, for a summary OIE span that has
an alignment in a certain document, all combi-
nations with this OIE span in that document are
also used as negative samples. Specifically, since
our training dataset is based on alignments to ex-
tractive system summaries, only the relevant doc-
ument sentences within those system summaries
are considered.
5.4 IU-level Results
The alignment methods are evaluated by the
same character-level Jaccard similarity, which was
used for evaluating the crowdsourcing annotations
(§3.4). In addition, a Coverage measure was
added to assess the rate of true predicted summary
IUs. The methods are evaluated against the expert
annotation as well as against our crowdsourced
dataset, as shown in Table 2.
The SuperPALIU model outperforms the two
other baselines. First, the simpler ROUGE-based
baseline, a variant of prior alignment methods
mentioned earlier, cannot identify similar para-
phrases which is a required ability for our dataset
and will be discussed deeply in the following sub-
section. Second, Sim-Ensemble model, which was
partly trained or tuned on the generic NLI and text
similarity data, was not sufficient for IU align-
ment, suggesting its elevated complexity as a re-
search task.
5.5 Abstractive Alignment
One of the major drawbacks of a ROUGE-based
aligner is that it barely extracts alignments that
have small lexical overlap. This can be espe-
cially harmful for ground-truth abstractive sum-
maries such as in DUC datasets. This is contrary
to MultiNews (Fabbri et al., 2019), exhibiting ex-
tractive characteristics, where such an aligner may
be sufficient. In Table 5 the span-alignment re-
Reference Rec0.25 Prec0.25 F1 Cover0.25 F1,cover CoJacT0.25 CoJacP0.25
ROUGEIU
Expert Set 31.93 45.70 37.59 62.90 52.93 71.53 73.65
Dev Set 33.33 34.84 34.06 50.00 41.06 67.09 67.87
Test Set 29.86 33.01 31.36 47.85 39.06 67.69 71.19
Sim-Ensemble
Expert Set 53.61 28.41 37.14 70.97 40.57 64.96 66.11
Dev Set 57.05 21.32 31.04 69.77 32.65 63.42 64.34
Test Set 52.75 22.11 31.16 62.37 32.64 62.25 63.25
SuperPALIU
Expert Set 45.78 77.18 57.47 61.29 68.32 64.26 68.30
Dev Set 43.27 65.49 52.11 50.58 57.07 65.50 67.54
Test Set 48.12 66.67 55.89 59.14 62.67 68.99 70.67
Table 2: Automatic aligners scores against expert and crowdsourced annotation datasets.
sults are displayed for the DUC and MultiNews
datasets. The inferior results of ROUGEIU are ap-
parent in DUC. SuperPALIU model is 21.4 F1
points better on DUC, while only 13.7 F1 points
on MultiNews (7.7 points difference). Similar dif-
ference is observed for Coverage-F1. An example
of an alignment error is shown in Table 3.
Conversely, as seen in Table 5, the supervised
aligner performs well on both datasets. This
stresses its ability to identify similar paraphrases
that do not share any common words. Table 4 ex-
emplifies such a “fully-paraphrased” alignment.
Summary ‘opposition leaders Ranariddh and
IU Sam Rainsy...wanted them abroad.’
Document ‘Opposition leaders Prince Norodom Ranariddh
IU and Sam Rainsy...citing Hun Sen’s threats’
Table 3: Alignment example of ROUGEIU , where
despite the large word overlap, the two IUs don’t
mean the same.
Summary
IU ‘opposition leaders...fearing arrest at home’
Document ‘Ranariddh and Sam Rainsy have said they do
IU not feel safe negotiating inside the country’
Table 4: Alignment example of the supervised-
aligner where there is no word overlap between
the two IUs.
Method R0.25 P0.25 F1 Cov0.25 F1,cov
DUC
ROUGEIU 29.25 23.71 26.19 44.05 30.82
SuperPALIU 36.73 67.59 47.59 40.48 50.63
MN
ROUGEIU 36.97 48.43 41.93 55.68 51.80
SuperPALIU 49.09 64.2 55.63 60.23 62.15
Table 5: Span alignment scores of ROUGEIU
and SuperPALIU (our) aligners, on the DUC and
MultiNews datasets. Examined on the dev and test
sets together.
6 IU-Enhanced Sentence Alignment
§5 exhibits the notable success of the new super-
vised span-aligner. Nevertheless, as mentioned
in §2, most previous alignment and highlighting
approaches operate on the sentence-level. In or-
der to make a fair comparison to these methods,
we adjust our SuperPAL aligner to extract salient
sentences (denoted as “SuperPALsent”), instead
of IUs. We show that our salient sentences are
aligned better to the reference summary than other
common lexical aligners’ output (§6.1), and per-
form better while training them as part of a sum-
marization model (§6.2).
6.1 Intrinsic Sentence-level Results
For sentence selection from the predicted align-
ments, we first score each document sentence with
the probability to be aligned to the reference sum-
mary, calculated by the probability of each IU it-
self, weighted by its length. Then, we choose
the sentences with the highest alignment proba-
bility, until all aligned summary IUs are covered.
For sentence highlighting baselines, we choose the
following methods:
Full summary ROUGE. This is the widely
used baseline proposed by Nallapati et al. (2017)
that was described in §2. Denoted ROUGEfull, it
selects sentences using a greedy method that opti-
mizes a ROUGE score collectively with respect to
the whole summary.
Sent2Sent ROUGE aligner. This baseline, de-
noted ROUGEsent, was proposed by Cho et al.
(2019) and Lebanoff et al. (2019) and achieved
competitive summarization results in MDS and
SDS respectively. It aligns each summary sen-
tence to one or two document sentences that have
the best ROUGE score. For salience, it selects all
the aligned document sentences.
We evaluate salient sentences against the anno-
tated test data with two metrics. (1) The percent
of salient tokens that have alignments (precision),
and (2) the percent of summary IUs that were cov-
ered (recall). The results are shown in Table 6,
which suggests that our alignment-based salient
sentences have higher semantic correlation with
the reference summary.
Method Recall Precision F1
ROUGEfull 63.43 40.59 49.50
ROUGEsent 73.88 36.97 49.27
SuperPALsent (Ours) 75.37 52.03 61.75
Table 6: Salient sentence detection comparison
with respect to our test annotation dataset.
6.2 Extrinsic Sentence-level Results
To illustrate the potential of our alignment meth-
ods, we replace the ROUGE-based alignments
in a competitive content selection model (Chen
and Bansal, 2018) (which used a variant of
ROUGEsent) with our predicted alignments. Their
model is an RNN that gets the full document as
input and selects a new salient sentence at ev-
ery iteration. The ROUGE-based alignments were
ordered for training by their ROUGE score (the
lower the later),6 while the SuperPALsent align-
ments were ordered by their probability to be
aligned, in the same manner. We trained and
tested both original ROUGE-based and our align-
ments on the CNN/Daily Mail dataset (Hermann
et al., 2015), where the evaluation was applied
with different summary lengths. The results, in
Table 7, imply that choosing only a small num-
ber of document sentences for the summary gives
a small advantage to the ROUGE aligner. How-
ever, for longer summaries our alignment method
outperforms the ROUGE alignment approach in
all ROUGE-1/2/L measures. In fact, the longer
the summary, the larger the the difference be-
tween the two aligners becomes. As the average
summary length of CNN/Daily Mail is 3.8 sen-
tences, the advantage of the SuperPALsent aligner
in those lengths stresses its benefit over ROUGE
alignments. Moreover, the SuperPALsent aligner
achieved the highest global result across all sum-
mary lengths.
6In the original paper, the ROUGE alignments were or-
dered by their aligned summary sentences order, but that vari-
ant yielded lower results.
#sents R-1 R-2 R-L
R
O
U
G
E
se
n
t 2 40.06 (±.22) 17.77 (±.23) 35.93 (±.22)
3 39.81 (±.22) 18.05 (±.21) 36.16 (±.21)
4 37.43 (±.21) 17.47 (±.19) 34.36 (±.20)
5 34.65 (±.20) 16.6 (±.19) 32.07 (±.19)
Su
pe
rP
A
L
s
e
n
t 2 39.76 (±.23) 17.20 (±.22) 35.62 (±.23)
3 40.40 (±.22) 18.26 (±.22) 36.79 (±.21)
4 38.29 (±.21) 17.78 (±.20) 35.23 (±.20)
5 35.85 (±.19) 17.05 (±.18) 33.24 (±.19)
Table 7: ROUGE-1, -2 and -L results, with ≥
95% confidence intervals, on CNN/DM for the
ROUGEsent and SuperPALsent aligners and sev-
eral summary lengths.
7 Derived Datasets: Salience, Clustering,
Generation
The IU alignments between sets of documents
and their reference summary(ies) give rise to var-
ious datasets for sub-tasks that are implicitly con-
ducted within MDS. Notwithstanding, many of
these sub-tasks, as listed in Table 8, are indepen-
dently prominent within the NLP community, for
which we release relevant datasets derived from
our alignments. This derivation is applicable for
both the IU alignment training set, as well as for
the dev and test annotated sets, providing a full
suite of derived datasets and enabling an evalua-
tion benchmark across various sub-tasks.
When breaking down MDS to its components,
the task may be comprised of (1) salient span de-
tection within source documents, (2) salient span
clustering, and (3) generation of the summary
based on fusing the span clusters. The IU align-
ments naturally allow the derivation of datasets co-
inciding with these component tasks. An illustra-
tion of the datasets derivation is shown in Figure
2. Next, we discuss each of these derived datasets
in detail.
7.1 Salience Detection
Given a set of documents, a salience detector
marks the important sentences or spans, with re-
spect to the full document set. As mentioned in
§6.1, an IU from a document that is aligned to
an IU in the reference summary can be consid-
ered salient within the corresponding documents.
Consequently, salient document spans are derived
from the alignment dataset as IU spans (See Fig.
2b).
To the best of our knowledge, there is no ex-
isting multi-document-based salience span detec-
Task Input Output Derivable Annotations
Salience Doc set Set level salient IUs Annotated IUs only on source docs.
Clustering Doc set Clustered IUs Linking of IUs across docs (with common aligned summary IU).
Sentence Planning Clustered IUs Clustered IUs Groups Clusters that are linked to the same summary sentence.
IU Fusion Clustered IUs Groups Fused sentence Clustered IUs linked with the summary sentence.
Sentence Ordering Fused sentences Order of sentences Order of the summary sentences matched with the clustered groups.
Table 8: Illustration of tasks whose annotations are potentially derivable from our dataset.
(a) Alignments
(b) Salience (c) Clustering (d) Generation
Figure 2: Derived datasets from the alignments: (b) Salience - all aligned document IUs are highlighted.
(c) Clustering - all aligned IUs across documents are grouped according to the summary IU they are
aligned to (same color/dash-type). (d) Generation - clusters are grouped according to the summary
sentences (“Sentence planning”), linked to their aligned summary sentence as a fused sentence to be
generated to (“Span fusion”), and ordered by the sentence order in the summary (“Sentence ordering”).
tion dataset. That said, works that require salience
detection within summarization often synthesize
such data by applying ROUGE in order to align
reference summary sentences to document sen-
tences (e.g. Nallapati et al., 2017; Gehrmann et al.,
2018). Ours is the first explicit, non-synthetic,
dataset for salience detection within a multi-
document setting, notably at the sub-sentential
level, allowing for an even stronger signal for
salience, excluding surrounding irrelevant infor-
mation at the sentence level. We point to Table 9
for details on the number of salient IUs extracted
from each source dataset.
7.2 Clustering
This task refers to the clustering of similar pieces
of information across a document set. In the MDS
setting, IUs across documents that are aligned to
the same IU in a reference summary form a clus-
ter of semantically similar IUs. Thus, the cluster-
ing dataset consists of the full set of salient spans
(from the Salience Detection data), with the proper
cluster ID for each span. See Table 8 and Fig. 2c
for illustration.
One of the essential differences of MDS rela-
tive to SDS is information repetition across doc-
uments. This redundancy is a unique signal in
the MDS setting which was traditionally used to
identify salient information (Zhang et al., 2015;
Cai et al., 2010; Wan and Yang, 2008). Neverthe-
less, with a lack of appropriate data, most of these
clustering methods were never evaluated against a
summarization benchmark. To that end, our new
clustering data can supply a fair evaluation and a
reference for tuning.
Furthermore, these clusters of spans may ad-
ditionally be useful for paraphrase detection and
generation tasks. That is, the spans in a common
cluster are paraphrases of each other, providing a
sizeable new paraphrasing dataset of naturally oc-
curring spans. Using this dataset, we can train a
similarity score for document spans, which may
improve clustering or redundancy detection meth-
ods. The number of clusters and average number
of IUs in a cluster (“cluster size”) for each source
dataset is detailed in Table 9.
7.3 Generation
The final component of a possible MDS pipeline
is generating a summary based on the clustered
salient document spans. Further decomposed,
generation may comprise of sentence planning,
span fusion, and sentence ordering (see Fig. 2d).
Sentence planning. To enhance fluency, we
would like to plan coherent sentences by deciding
which IUs would construct a summary sentence.
We derive a dataset for sentence planning by asso-
ciating reference summary sentences, that contain
several IUs, to their linked clusters of document
IUs. Concretely, clusters of salient spans (from
the Clustering data) are grouped together if they
link to the same reference summary sentence. This
new dataset can enable learning to group together
textual information that is appropriate for formu-
lating complex coherent sentences. The average
number of clusters in a sentence group (“#clusters
per sent”) for each dataset is detailed in Table 9.
Existing sentence planning datasets only dis-
tantly resemble our setup. They focus on lay-
ing out structured information for the purpose of
constructing a sentence (Oraby et al., 2018; Reed
et al., 2018), or plan sentences based on utterances
according to a given speaker personality (Mairesse
and Walker, 2007).
Span fusion. Sentence fusion (Barzilay and
McKeown, 2005) focuses on combining two or
more related text fragments into one coherent text.
In continuation to the sentence planning data, the
ideal sentence to generate for a given set of re-
lated spans is the reference summary sentence to
which they link. That is, for a group of clusters of
salient IUs linked to the same reference summary
sentence, this sentence can be regarded as the de-
sired fused sentence.
Sentence fusion has been approached with var-
ious methods, which yielded many relevant pub-
lic datasets. The automatically collected Disco-
Fuse dataset (Geva et al., 2019) specifically splits
sentences on discourse structure. Thadani and
McKeown (2013) generate a multi-to-single sen-
tence intersection fusion dataset from Pyramid
SCUs, where the multiple sentences linked from
the contributors are to be fused into the SCU label.
Lebanoff et al. (2020) fuse document sentences
to a reference-summary sentence upon coreferring
entities via crowdsourcing.
Sentence ordering. After planning complex
sentence content, and fusing the sentences, the last
step for generating a summary is ordering the gen-
erated sentences into a coherent paragraph. An
ordering dataset stems from the order of the sen-
tences in the reference summaries. Hence, the
location of a sentence generated from a group
of span clusters is inferred by the corresponding
reference summary sentence to which the group
links. Some similar existing datasets include sen-
tence ordering for scientific paper abstracts (Lo-
geswaran et al., 2018) and ordering the image cap-
tions of stories (Huang et al., 2016).
Dev & Test Train MN CNNDM
#alignments 657 24K 1.5M 2.4M
#salient IUs 627 7212 12K 23K
#clusters 262 5780 629K 904K
cluster size 2.50 (1.83) 4.14 (4.14) 2.4 (2.25) 2.66 (1.85)
#clusters per sent 1.74 (0.93) 2.22 (1.82) 1.83 (0.93) 1 (0)
Table 9: Statistics of our new derived datasets,
including for ‘Dev & Test’ sets (crowdsourced),
‘Train’ set (Pyramid-based), and full sum-
marization datasets MultiNews (‘MN’) and
CNN/DailyMail (‘CNNDM’) (via supervised
aligner). First three rows are absolute counts, and
last two are mean and (StD).
7.4 Advantages of our Derived Datasets
An important characteristic of our new datasets is
that they are based on naturally occurring texts.
While most datasets contain samples that are
crowd-generated or automatically extracted from
other unrelated corpora with specific rules, ours is
based on expert-induced data relevant to the tasks.
An additional notable characteristic is the avail-
ability of fine-grained IU-level spans, which, for
some subtasks, are more suitable while eliminat-
ing noise added by accompanying irrelevant text
within a sentence.
Moreover, our derived datasets induce addi-
tional datasets for more specific tasks. For ex-
ample, the clusters of IUs along with their linked
reference summary IU and sentence, enable tasks
such as sentence compression Jing (2000) or split-
and-rephrase (Narayan et al., 2017). We note this
advantage to further emphasize the informative-
ness concealed within the MDS-based IU align-
ment data, yet, we do not elaborate further on all
potential subtasks and respective datasets in this
paper, as they fall out of the current paper’s scope.
In future work, we would like to leverage those
derived datasets to develop improved models that
would eventually improve the summarization end-
task. We currently provide the full SuperPAL suite
to encourage utilizing better alignments for en-
hanced summarization.
8 Conclusion
We advocate the importance of information align-
ment for approaching a wide range of summa-
rization subtasks, particularly for the challenging
MDS setting, and release high-quality develop-
ment and test datasets to enable research in this di-
rection. In addition, we provide a neural alignment
model trained on a novel large scale dataset that
outperforms both lexical and existing semantic
alignment methods. More concretely, our dataset
enables developing more effective and improved
alignment algorithms and applying them on recent
large MDS datasets. Furthermore, we expose the
potential of these datasets as a source of many use-
ful derived datasets that address several summa-
rization subtasks. Subsequently, large scale train-
ing data for MDS subtasks would become avail-
able, facilitating proper component model devel-
opment.
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